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Directions for Care and Cleaning

Style 1RB Column Rule Mold
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MOLD REPAIRS

It is not possible for operators to re-

pair Molds, for they have neither the

special tools nor the necessary training.

If any defects occur in the leads or

rules produced by this Mold that cannot

be corrected by following the directions

in this folder, the complete Mold should

be at once returned to us with samples of

the defective product; enclose these in the

box with the Mold and all its parts, pre-

pay express charges and write us stating

(a) point size and number of Mold ; (b)

date of shipment and route; (c) details

of trouble.

If the defect is in the face of the Rule,

return with the Mold the Rule Matrix
with which the trouble occurred. Other-

wise do not return Rule Matrices with

a Mold, since they are not a part of the
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STYLE 1RB MOLDS

For style 1RB Molds a new part (Packing Piece

allMDIBBlO) has been added and the Matrix Clamp

11MD1R1 has been dropped, because the new Packing

the following changes in the directions and list of parts.

Substitute the following for U48 and f*9 of the "Direc-

tions for Care and Cleaning Continuous Strip Lead and

Rule Molds" dated "6-21".

48. The Column Rule Matrix (.065* drive) and the

BHL Matrix (when used for leads~.853* high) go on the

Type Blocks direct; all standard Rule Matrices (.030"

drive) and the BHL Matrix (when used for leads .888"

high) require a Packing Piece (11MDIRB7 or allMD- I

1RB8) between the Type Blocks and the Matrix (see

"Caution" below).

49. The BHL Matrix (when used for leads .858" high)

and the Cap Support (allMCIRS) require the Packing

Piece allMDIRBlO between them and the Matrix

Clamp 11MD1RB1. Do not use this Packing Piece allM-

D1RB10 when either Packing Piece HMD1RB7 or allM-

DlRBS is used under a Matrix, nor with the Column Rule

Matrix.

Under "Note Ri," on the last page of the list of parts,


